Results of the September WGM Work Group Elections in Chicago, IL

- **Anatomic Pathology** - John David Nolen
- **Application Implementation & Design** - Andy Stechishin
- **Clinical Decision Support** - Howard Strasberg, MD
- **Clinical Genomics** - Bob Milius, PhD
- **Clinical Interoperability Council** - Mitra Rocca
- **Community Based Collaborative Care** - Johnathan Coleman
- **Conformance & Guidance for Implementation/Testing** - Nathan Bunker
- **Electronic Health Records** - Reed Gelzer, MD, MPH
- **Emergency Care** - Peter Park, MD
- **Financial Management** - Beat Heggli; Paul Knapp
- **Health Care Devices** - John Garguilo
- **Infrastructure & Messaging** - Dave Shaver; Sandy Stuart
- **International Mentoring** - Diego Kaminker
- **Mobile Health** - Nathan Botts, MD, MSIS; Gora Datta
- **Modeling & Methodology** - Woody Beeler, PhD
- **Orders & Observations** - Ken McCaslin, MAR
- **Public Health & Emergency Response** - Joginder Madra; John Roberts
- **Security** - Patricia Williams, PhD
- **Templates** - Kai Heitmann, MD
- **Vocabulary** - Jim Case, MD, DVM, PhD